
Product Mounting Disclaimer 
Gamber-Johnson is not liable under any theory of contract or tort law for any loss, damage, personal injury, special, incidental or consequential damages for personal injury or other damage 
of any nature arising directly or indirectly as a result of the improper installation or use of its products in vehicle or any other application. In order to safely install and use Gamber-Johnson 
products full consideration of vehicle occupants, vehicle systems (i.e., the location of fuel lines, brakes lines, electrical, drive train or other systems), air-bags and other safety equipment is 
required. Gamber-Johnson specifically disclaims any responsibility for the improper use or installation of its products not consistent with the original vehicle manufactures specifications 
and recommendations, Gamber-Johnson product instruction sheets, or workmanship standards as endorsed through the Gamber-Johnson Certified Installer Program.
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Product Revision Form 

If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868

Printing Spec:  PS-001

ADJUSTABLE MIC CLIP
7160-0826

QUANTITYDESCRIPTIONPART NO.

TOOLS NEEDED

PARTS LIST

16284
16285
10004-0001
10796-0001
7120-0723

9000-0053•
1123-0607•
1503-0800•
100016-0002•

ADJUSTABLE MIC CLIP SPACER
ADJUSTABLE MIC CLIP BRACKET
#10-32 x .750 PPHMS FS-014
#8-32 x .625 PPHMS FS-014
HARDWARE BAG - MIC CLIP ONLY

MIC CLIP•
#8-32 x .375 PFH82MS FS-014•
#8-32 NUT NYLOK FS-014•
#10-32 x .375 PFH82MS FS-014•
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PHILLIPS SCREW DRIVER 
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OVER, LOW
0.100" ABOVE RAILING

OVER, HIGH
3.000" ABOVE RAILING

AWAY, LOW OVER, ANGLED

If you need assistance or have questions, call Gamber-Johnson at 1-800-456-6868

The assembly includes hardware to mount the Adjustable Mic Clip to Consoles.•
Attach the Adjustable Bracket to the Console in the Over or Away position.•
Place the Spacer between the Console and the Adjustable Bracket.•
If using on the 25" Universal Console:•

Use the two #10-32 x .750 screws to attach the Adjustable Bracket to the •
PEMs on the 25" Universal Console, throw out the two nuts.
If attaching at an angle, use one PEM and #10-32 x .750 screw, drill the •
second hole and use one #8-32 x .625 screw and one #8-32 nut.

If using on any other Console:•
Drill two holes for the two #8-32 x .625 screws using the Spacer as a guide.•
Slide the Adjustable Bracket to the desired height and tighten with the two •
#8-32 nuts included in the hardware bag.

Attach the Mic Clip to the Adjustable Bracket using the two #8-32 x .375 screws.•

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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